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I
n the three months since Jacqueline Schubert graduated
with a BSN, she’s sent hundreds of résumés, stayed in contact
with her preceptor, asked her boyfriend, an ER doctor, to see if
there were any openings for new grads at his hospital, and
walked the halls of every medical practice in the south Florida
area, asking about work and knocking on doors.

In this economy, she says, the only chance for getting noticed in a sea
of new RN grads is to “storm into people’s offices and shove my name
down their throats.”

But even then, the results are discouraging. She’s marched her way
into the nurse recruiting and nurse manager offices, where, if she’s
lucky, a recruiter will give her portfolio a cursory glance. Then he’ll 
usually tell the 26-year-old New Jersey native that there’s a hiring
freeze and to check back later. If she’s not lucky, they dismiss her out-
right. Does she have an appointment? No? Go home. Did she apply
online? Yes? Go home.

And then there’s the hand-written note she received from one nurs-
ing manager asking her to stop applying at that hospital. 

After such long periods of rejection, new nurse graduates like Schu-
bert can’t help but get demoralized and start thinking that something
might be wrong with them. They might even start questioning whether
the country needs as many nurses as everyone thought, or whether
going into nursing was a good idea.  

They’d be wrong to do so, though. In the case of nursing, few people
are discussing the real problem: Hospitals are simply unwilling to
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invest the money needed to hire new nurses right now
and instead using the bad economy as an excuse for not
hiring, squeezing more work out of existing staff, and
thereby boosting profits. In addition, many hospitals that
do need the staff turn to travelers or registry nurses who
may be quite expensive, but do not hold the same level of
commitment to the community, are less likely to chal-
lenge management, and do not reinvest their dollars into
the local economy.

While some public hospitals or hospitals serving
high uninsured populations may be struggling finan-
cially, the vast majority of hospitals are still raking in
money. HCA, the country’s largest for-profit hospital
chain, reported a profit of $2.5 billion for 2011. The
next largest, Community Health Systems, reported a
profit of $280 million for 2011. Kaiser Permanente, one
of California’s biggest systems, also posted a profit of $2
billion last year. 

Meanwhile, the country’s patients still need nurses.
According to the U.S. Department of Health Services’
Bureau of Health Professions, the United States was
short about 275,000 RNs in 2010, and this deficit will
peak in 2020, when the country will be short about
800,000—almost one million—registered nurses.
Nurses in facilities across the country report constant
understaffing; it’s obvious more RNs are still needed.

The failure of hospitals to invest in hiring and pre-
cepting new nursing graduates today will also certainly
spell problems in the future. Without a constant influx of
new nurses who gain confidence, skills, and expertise on
the job, hospitals could soon be left with a huge knowl-
edge gap as veteran RNs retire and only nurses with little
experience are left on the floors. 

“Not do I believe for one second that hospitals can-
not hire new grads,” said one RN who works for a Cali-
fornia nursing school but wanted to withhold her
name for fear of damaging the prospects of graduates
from her program. “They are buying expensive equip-
ment. They are hiring travelers at great expense that
they don’t have to make commitments to. And in five years, most
experienced nursing staff will have to retire, whether they like it
or not.”

Some graduates have gotten so desperate to get a foot in the door
that they have agreed to essentially pay hospitals to let them work
there, by accepting unpaid “internships.” Not only does this practice
devalue the market value of the nursing profession, it also jeopardiz-
es the licenses of these nurses. 

Entire graduating classes of nursing students are reporting these
dire conditions. Schubert has only to glance at her Facebook page to

know she’s not alone. One peer gave up and took a job as an LPN.
Another moved to Mississippi, where pay was better. One took a job
but quit before her first day when she discovered how severely
understaffed the floor was. A fourth told Schubert she was getting
job interviews — but then revealed that she was looking for work at
nightclubs.

“That’s what I feel like I’ll end up doing,” she said, her voice thin-
ning with tension. “I’m willing to put in my time [looking for an RN
job]. But I didn’t think every hospital in south Florida would say no,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no.”
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o be sure, the market for new grads is far better than
the general unemployment rate for the healthcare indus-
try in general and the economy at large. Since the reces-
sion started in 2008, the overall unemployment rate for
RNs has more than doubled, from a low of 1 percent in

2006 to about 2.4 percent in 2010. Meanwhile, slightly less than 4
percent of healthcare workers in general and 9.6 percent of all Ameri-
cans were unemployed in 2010.

But it used to be that there were eight jobs available for every
unemployed RN. By 2010, that ratio had dropped to about two
to one. 

So if the average is still that there are two jobs to every unem-
ployed RN, why are new grads reporting such trouble getting jobs?
Probably because those available jobs are going to RNs with some
experience. New graduates, who take the most investment in time,
money, resources, and existing staff to train, are unfairly seen by
hospitals as too much trouble. Experienced RNs are also working
more, whether choosing to stay in their jobs longer because they
cannot yet afford to retire, returning to work from a retirement gone
bust, or picking up extra shifts to cover for job losses in their imme-
diate families.

A 2011 report from the National Student Nurses Association
found that 36 percent of new graduates didn’t have a job three
months after graduation — and that number is even worse for those
in the West and the Northeast, where only 55 percent and 61 per-
cent, respectively, were employed as RNs. The central United States
is doing the best, with a new-RN employment rate of about 72 per-
cent. Those numbers are an improvement over the year before,
when 46 percent of new grads were unemployed three months after
graduation. Alan Benson, a doctoral candidate at the Institute for
Work and Employment research at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Sloan School of Management, calls this a reversal of a
two decades-long trend.

The job market new RNs are graduating into looks very little like
the market previous RNs experienced as they completed training.
Just a few years ago, new RNs like Schubert, who graduated with
honors, would have been snapped up right out of their preceptor-
ships, often with signing bonuses and with hospitals offering to pay
relocation fees. Not so today. All across the country, new nursing
grads are finding that the bidding wars and poaching so common a
few years ago have all but disappeared. 

“Not two years ago, our nurses got work before they even had
their completion ceremony, and all our nurses were employed in a
few months,” said Sigrid Sexton, MSN, nursing instructor for Long
Beach City College and a former member of the California Nurses
Association’s Joint Nursing Practice Commission. “For the class that

graduated in December 2010, graduates are telling me that as of
July, only about half of the class had found jobs.”

hen new nursing graduates start their job
searches, this is what they encounter: dismissive,
unsupportive administrators whom candidates say
seem to adopt unfair or arbitrary hiring practices.
For example, a hospital will post a job because

they’re required to, but never intend to hire an outside applicant
because there’s an internal person already picked. Or human
resources will only take the first 20 people who apply, without even
looking at qualifications. Or the hospital will look more closely at
résumés delivered by hand, even though it claims not to. Sometimes
hospitals will conduct interviews en masse, calling in dozens of candi-
dates and giving each only five minutes to “wow” or “dazzle” the
recruiter. Nursing grads say they often feel like they are participating
in a dog-and-pony show or Hollywood-style auditions instead of a job
interview that should be based on clinical qualifications.

For April Coleman of Long Beach, Calif., the situation feels, if not
dire, at least tense. At 39, Coleman isn’t what people think of when
they imagine a new nurse. The mother of three started her associate
degree at Long Beach City College in Southern California a few years
ago because nursing seemed to be such a stable field. “I felt comfort-
able committing the time and money to pursue my education
because I was sure I would get a job,” said Coleman, who had been
working as a pharmacy technician before pursuing nursing.

But many months out of school now (she graduated in December
2010), Coleman has a sense that the clock is ticking. She’s heard
through the grapevine that hospitals don’t consider candidates for
new RN positions once they’ve been out of school for a year. At the
time she spoke to National Nurse, it had been months since her
graduation, and there were no jobs in sight.

Coleman’s typical day goes as follows: She drops her kids off at
school, and then spends three or four hours stationed in front of her
computer, scanning all the websites she knows that list new grad
positions, as well as a number of local hospital websites where the
company lists jobs directly. Then she spends time registering for
websites and submitting résumés for any job that fit her criteria.
Sometimes she then cruises over to new-grad message boards,
where all the talk is about where the jobs are, what the options are,
and how to cope with the continued uncertainty.

Over the months, her criteria have broadened. Because of her
kids, she’s not able to pick up and move. But she’s started searching
for any acute-care job within a two-hour driving radius. So far, her
search has taken her to Los Angeles and Orange County, of course,
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but also to Bakersfield and the high desert. She wants to stick with
acute care because she knows that hospitals won’t count work that
doesn’t include such experience. Still, she does know people who,
desperate for RN jobs, have taken jobs at skilled nursing facilities,
hospice centers, and prisons. Marty Witrak, dean of nursing at the
College of St. Scholastica in Duluth, Minnesota, said she’s also seen
new grads take jobs in areas like long-term care and the military. 

“The worst is when they list a job as a new RN job, but the duties
are those of a [certified nursing assistant],” Coleman said. “I went to
school for a reason and I want to use those skills.”

New nursing graduates looking for work also say that they are angry
and disappointed that local hospitals don’t give preference to local candi-
dates or put any emphasis on hiring locally. These graduates often picked
nursing programs in their local area because of existing ties to their com-
munity, and they would like to practice nursing in their communities.

But probably the biggest frustration for new graduates is finding
out that their area hospitals are hiring travelers, but not new nurses.
One RN, who asked that her name not be disclosed because she is still
looking for work, said that she heard a local hospital recently adopted
electronic charting and needed to bump up staff, but did not hire new
grads. Instead, it hired a whole second set of travelers. Some working
RNs report that, on some units, up to 80 to 90 percent of the staff are
travelers. “We’re seen as more expensive, because we require training,
but travelers can’t be cheap,” said one relatively new RN who is work-
ing now, but struggled for eight months to find a job after graduating
in 2009. “The hospital has to pay their room, food, expenses, car.” 

Recent graduates unable to find permanent work are so desperate
for any experience to put on their résumés that they are increasingly
accepting unpaid “internships” at hospitals, and hospitals appear to
be enjoying these programs as sources of free labor. Actually, the new
grads end up paying the hospital to work there because they often
complete these internships as a college course for which they must
fork over tuition. Many who have completed these programs say that
they do not lead to jobs. Even worse, while they are practicing as
“interns," their RN licenses are at risk because they are still legally
responsible for their patient assignments without the normal training
and support that comes with permanent employment.

One unemployed new grad RN said that after she completed 200
hours of work as an unpaid internship with Sutter Delta Medical
Center in Antioch, Calif., she received no feedback and no evalua-
tion. During this time, she had an average assignment of four
patients. “I felt exploited,” said the RN, who asked to remain anony-
mous because she was planning, even after her bad experience, to
complete another unpaid internship with the same facility. 

Other organizations, such as the California Institute for Nursing and
Healthcare, are partnering with schools and hospitals to create unpaid
“transition” programs or “residencies” for new RN grads holding active
licenses. Nursing leaders are concerned that these types of programs
externalize training and precepting programs that have traditionally

been the responsibilities of hospitals and that have traditionally been
permanent, paid positions. With the duty of precepting and training
new grads shifted onto other groups and the graduates themselves, hos-
pitals will have no incentive to bring back their new graduate and pre-
cepting programs when the economy does pick up and they decide to
start hiring new nurses again. New graduate nurses could become stuck,
like interns in industries such as journalism and advertising, in an end-
less string of unpaid stints that do not lead to long-term employment.
“It’s appalling and unconscionable,” said Catherine Kennedy, RN and a
Northern California codirector of the California Nurses Foundation’s
nurse mentor project. “It totally disrespects the nursing profession. They
are exploiting young nurses who already have their degrees and their
licenses. They’re having them pay for this training where they’re being
used as regular staff. We need to hold these hospitals accountable.”
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Kennedy also point out that once new nurses are hired, hospitals
absolutely must ensure there are strong precepting and mentoring
programs in place to support them. Otherwise, research has shown
that they can become overwhelmed and quickly leave bedside nursing.

Juner Valencia, a California RN who graduated in 2009, found
his first job only after turning to his personal networks. In the begin-
ning, he said he wanted to try on his own and was too “proud” to
accept help from relatives working as RNs, but after months of fruit-
less searching, he realized he was being naïve. Within weeks of put-
ting the word out among his family and friends, he landed a job.

Valencia is, of course, lucky to have a personal network so deeply
entrenched in healthcare. Most new graduates do not, and continu-
ally viewing the problem of new nurse grad unemployment as a defi-
ciency of the applicant instead of as a systemic problem with the
hospital and healthcare industry misses the point.

Lauren Kane, 27, graduated with Coleman at the top of her class
from Long Beach City College in December 2010. She spent months
looking for work before getting an internship at Hoag Memorial Hos-
pital in Newport Beach in August. For 12 weeks, Kane worked in the
labor and delivery unit, the unit she’s wanted to work in since before
she entered nursing school. She’s been told there’s “no promise of
employment,” but Kane is hoping to secure a position from the intern-
ship. Not only was she not paid for the internship, but she paid for it.
The internship was structured as a class through Golden West College.

“I’m hoping to really knock their socks off and be invited to stay
on the unit long term,” she said. “We shall see. Until then, I plan to
make the most of the experience. If anything, it will enrich my
knowledge and beef up my résumé.”

Though Kane might seem to be setting herself up for disappoint-
ment, her excitement makes sense when you consider that Kane,
despite graduating at the top of her class and sending out hundreds
of résumés, had only had one interview in the seven months since
her graduation. She didn’t get that job. To pass the time and make
some money, she had begun waitressing in a sports bar.

hat does all this mean for the future of the nurs-
ing profession? Indeed, the drop in the number of
new RNs who are being hired, combined with
retirement-aged RNs forced to stay on the job is
creating what could be a future crisis: When hospi-

tals finally decide to start hiring again, there will surely be a shortage
of experienced, qualified RNs. Should we expect to see whole floors
staffed with young and relatively inexperienced RNs without the ben-
efit of older and more experienced mentors? And with new RNs
becoming discouraged by the tough job market, and some defecting
to other jobs with the pressures of student loans coming due, will they
ever come back? Can they come back if they never even got a chance
to practice in the first place and their skills have gotten rusty?

MIT doctoral candidate Benson sees the reduction in support for
new grads for what it is: a disturbing trend that will eventually cause
a crisis in the healthcare system. His paper, which was under review
by the journal Health Affairs at the time of publication, found that
hospitals have reduced their offers of bonuses for new recruits, as
well as overtime and tuition support.

In other words, they’re letting the pipeline of new nurses run dry. 
“This portends a long-term dilemma, as hospitals facing budgetary

constraints are reducing educational commitments and weakening
career ladders despite the imminent retirement of baby-boom nurses
filling specialized and managerial positions,” writes Benson in his paper,
“The (New) Economics of Staffing Registered Nurses.” “Manpower
planning and resources should therefore focus not only on training new
nurses, but also on maintaining career ladders so that incumbent nurs-
es will be prepared to fill positions vacated by retiring baby boomers.”

Or, to put it another way, the nursing field is about to be hit by a
tsunami, and hospitals are doing little to prepare for it, focusing only
on short-term financial goals.

“We’re looking at a population bubble we’ve not experienced
before: People who are between the ages of 60 and 90 are growing
in number and growing in how long they live,” said Witrak. “Individ-
uals can put off elective procedures for a while but they can’t hold off
forever. There’s a looming backlog and we’ve got this kind of
ambiguous future in front of us.”

he new grads interviewed for this article know a little
something about ambiguous futures. Curious how they
were doing in their job searches, National Nurse contacted
them again in late 2011. All nurses reported a change in sta-
tus. Kane had gotten the internship at Hoag. Schubert, who

spoke to the magazine while prepping for her first interview since gradu-
ation, is in the process of interviewing for a job as a telemetry floor nurse,
for less pay than her friends had received. But at least the job is full time,
permanent, and offered better benefits than her friend is receiving. 

“The HR person later told me that as of now they have two new
grads in the hospital who were not scholarship recipients who owe the
hospital service: myself and someone else,” she said. “They were
thinking of trying to swing two more later on in the year if they could.”

For her part, Coleman is doing marginally better. She found a job
as an on-call RN, working eight hours a week at a job 20 miles from
her home. She’s also thinking of going back to school for an advanced
nursing degree to broaden her employability. Still, she feels her goal
is far away. Thus far, she estimates she’s sent out about 300 résumés.

“I’m grateful to have some work,” she said. “But it isn’t in an
acute-care setting, which means the experience won’t transfer to a
traditional hospital job.”

Heather Boerner is a health writer in San Francisco.
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“I’m willing to put in my time [looking for an RN job]. 
But I didn’t think every hospital in south Florida would say 

no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no.”
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